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ABSTRACT
Warm dense matter is a peculiar state with solid densities and temperatures 1 − 100 eV. Its ab initio
description waits united efforts of quantum chemistry, condensed matter and plasma physics. We
use the finite temperature Kohn–Sham density functional theory (a ‘workhorse’ in this field) to study
the pressure build-up with increase of electronic temperature in crystal and amorphous warm dense
matter (WDM) gold. We compare the ab initio results with the effective ion–ion interaction model
and reveal the possibility to separate the free electron contribution to the total pressure inWDM and
to determine the corresponding degree of ionisation. For the sake of clarity, we try to describe our
findings using the proper framework of statistical physics and briefly review the free energy models
for WDM.

1. Introduction

Building a rigorous theory for molecules in excited states
is one the major challenges for quantum chemistry [1].
Nowadays, the correspondingmethods developed for iso-
lated systems pave the way towards applications in con-
densed matter studies [2–4]. Plasma and warm dense
matter (WDM) studies are the next field that, in princi-
ple, could benefit from the application of chemical accu-
racy techniques. However, in this case one has to treat not
only periodic systems but also systems at essentially non-
zero temperatures. This is a very ambitious effort that has
been commenced recently.

Quantum mechanical description of electrons in
condensed phase is a general problem of the high-
est importance. However, the rigorous wave-functions-
based theory is very complicated even for ground state
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(Te = 0), the finite temperature (FT) case being much
farther from applicability in practice. Only recently accu-
rate quantum Monte Carlo approaches have been devel-
oped in this field [5]. That is why the Kohn–Sham density
functional theory (KS DFT) method in the FT formula-
tion became a tool of choice (for some first examples of
its applications for plasma andwarmdensemetals see e.g.
see [6–8]). Orbital-freeDFT is a very promising approach
with respect to computational efficiency (e.g. [9–11]).

Temperature implies the necessity of the statistical
description of the coupled system of electrons and ions.
Statistical physics deploys the free energy F as a starting
point for the theory. At the atomistic level, one needs to
describe the ion dynamics and therefore to know how to
calculate forces acting on them.Moreover, in experiments
with plasma or WDM, electrons and ions frequently
are not in thermodynamic equilibrium. These needs
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2 V. V. STEGAILOV AND P. A. ZHILYAEV

(statistical and atomistic description including non-
equilibrium phenomena) determine the complexity of
building a proper theory.

In our previous work [12], we have presented the
results that raised questions about how we should bridge
the FT KS DFT description with classical atomistic scale.
In this work, we present new results for WDM gold that
emphasise the need for rethinking the common concepts
used inmodelling and simulation ofWDMat the ab initio
level.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sections 2
and 3, we review the free energymodels that are deployed
in ab initio theory of WDM in equilibrium and non-
equilibrium cases. In Section 4, we present the details
of the FT KS DFT calculations performed in this work.
Sections 5 and 6 provide our novel results on the analysis
of the interatomic forces and pressure in WDM gold. In
Section 7, we give the conclusions.

2. Free energy and equation of state

An equation of state (EOS) is a relation of density, temper-
ature and pressure in the system. These data are required
for numerous applications and the EOS models have a
long history of development [13]. Generally speaking, the
aim is to develop EOS models for the coupled system of
electrons and ions at different temperatures and densi-
ties. At the moment, there are well-established models
for selected cases only. The number of difficulties in such
studies is immense.

Among other major problems, we can point out the
question of the separation of electrons into bound and
free (or localised and delocalised) that is a general prob-
lem for non-ideal plasma physics (e.g. [14–17]) includ-
ing EOS models (e.g. [18]), ion–ion correlations [19,20],
continuum lowering [21] and plasma–plasma phase tran-
sition [22], for models of laser–matter interactions (see
below),models of swift ion tracks (e.g. [23–25]) and other
high energy density physics applications.

In the so-called chemical model of plasma (which
represents plasma as a mixture of interacting electrons,
ions, atoms and molecules), the Helmholtz free energy is
taken as a sum of the ideal contributions of atoms, ions,
molecules and non-degenerate electrons (the term ‘ideal’
means non-interacting) plus the free energy contribution
due to inter-particle interactions [26]. In dense systems
with degenerate electrons, there is another situation.

The realm of material science problems is restricted to
themoderate temperaturesT≪TF, whereTF is the Fermi
temperature. In this case, we can neglect temperature
effects in the electron subsystem (especially when there
is a non-zero bandgap). The mass difference between
electrons and ‘heavy’ particles (atoms, ions) justifies

the adiabatic Born–Oppenheimer approximation (BOA).
In the BOA framework, the ionic ‘Hamiltonian’ is
(e.g. [27])

H({Pi,Ri}) =
N∑

i=1

P2
i

2M
+ 1

2
∑

i̸= j

Z2e2

|Ri − R j|
+ E({Ri}),

(1)

where {Pi} and {Ri} are the set of momentum and coordi-
nate operators of ions and E({Ri}) is the electronic energy
which depends parametrically on nuclear positions (for
simplicity of notation we assume the system of N atoms
of the same type with the density ρ =N/V). The thermo-
dynamics of the system is derived from the knowledge of
the Helmholtz free energy

F (ρ,T ) = −kBT log
[
Tr

(
exp

(
−H({Pi,Ri})

kBT

))]
.

(2)

The term E({Ri}) can be computed at various levels of
approximation, e.g. using KS DFT.

In the BOA framework, one can deploy effective inte-
rionic (interatomic) potentials that being mainly empir-
ical reproduce accurately enough the potential energy
surface E({Ri}). Using such effective potentials, one can
calculate from atomistic models the free energy F , the
EOS and other thermodynamic properties of particular
systems (e.g. see [28,29]). Having eliminated the need
to describe explicitly the electronic component, one can
even go beyond pure hydrogen [27] in the treatment of
nuclear quantum effects (e.g. see [30]).

In the case of lattice dynamics, the quasiharmonic
approximation simplifies Equation (2) as (e.g. see [31])

F (ρ,T ) = F ph
i (ρ,T ) + Ei(ρ), (3)

where F ph
i is a free energy of phonon subsystem in the

harmonic approximation for the given crystal lattice and
Ei(ρ) is the binding energy for this lattice (the so-called
‘cold curve’).

There are cases when the proper description of lattice
dynamics ofmetals even atT≪TF requires going beyond
BOA in an attempt to take the non-adiabatic terms into
account (e.g. see the discussion of non-adiabatic effects in
phonon spectra of metals [32,33] and the peculiar case of
graphene [34]). However, it is not possible to go beyond
BOA keeping the same rigour and level of consistency as
we have in Equations (2) and (3).

The practical way for going beyond BOA for the
description of high temperature states is to add to Equa-
tion (3) the thermal contribution of free electrons F f e
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MOLECULAR PHYSICS 3

(e.g. [35])

F (ρ,T ) = F ph
i (ρ,T ) + Ei(ρ) + F f e(n f e,T ). (4)

The difficulty connected with F f e calculations stems
from the fact that for this purpose, one needs the num-
ber density of free electrons nfe (i.e. the degree of ionisa-
tion). The deployment of the FT Thomas–Fermi model
is one way to overcome this problem [35]. Here again, we
encounter the question of bound and free electron states
separation.

The other practical way of extending Equation (2) or
Equation (3) to high temperatures is to change in Equa-
tion (1) the ground-state total energy at the fixed position
of ions E({Ri}) for the corresponding free energy of elec-
tron subsystem Fe({Ri};Te) at the certain electron tem-
perature:

H∗({Pi,Ri};Te) =
N∑

i=1

P2
i

2M
+ 1

2
∑

i̸= j

Z2e2

|Ri − R j|

+Fe({Ri};Te), (5)

F (ρ,T ) = −kBT log
[
Tr

(
exp

(
−H∗({Pi,Ri};T )

kBT

))]
.

(6)

It can be done using the Mermin formulation of FT KS
DFT [36]. This ‘free energy Born–Oppenheimer approx-
imation’ has a certain rigorous justification [37]. It is the
free energy BOA that is implied in the FT KSDFTmolec-
ular dynamics calculations that proved to be very success-
ful in EOS calculation for extreme conditions (see e.g. the
examples of quantum molecular dynamics calculations
for water [38] and xenon [39]).

3. Two-temperature warm densematter

Irradiation of solids with ultrashort laser pulses opened
an exciting field of research (e.g. [40,41]). New emerging
physics is connectedwith formation ofWDMat the initial
transient state of material evolution after energy depo-
sition into electron subsystem. WDM is important not
only for laser–matter interaction physics but in a wider
context as well [42]. WDM in such ultrafast phenomena
is a non-equilibrium state that makes it very challeng-
ing for theory, modelling and simulation. Usually, WDM
can be described as a two-temperature (2T) system when
electron and ion subsystems can be considered in quasi-
equilibrium at Te > Ti [43].

Physics of WDM is not a subject of pure fundamen-
tal interest. One of the major phenomena where WDM

properties are crucially important in modelling and sim-
ulation is laser ablation [44]. Laser ablation is amultiscale
phenomenon. Subpicosecond laser excitation transforms
material under normal conditions into 2T-WDM in the
isochoric way. Relaxation takes about tens of picoseconds
before Ti and Te become equal. This relaxation stage gov-
erns the details of ablation mechanism and is the focus
of the on-going modelling effort. It can be described
at the continuum level (e.g. [45–48]). However, atom-
istic modelling gives the possibility to capture a richer
spectrum of structural transitions and nucleation effects
(e.g. [49–59]).

Both in continuum and in atomistic models, it
is assumed that the quasi-equilibrium 2T-WDM can
be described using thermodynamic concepts. The free
energy in this case is treated as a function of two temper-
atures F (ρ,Ti,Te). This is a very questionable approach
indeed. But ‘something is better than nothing’ and it is
used with a certain success [45–48]. We suppose that the
only way forward is to clarify step-by-step the validity of
the underlying assumptions and to replace emerging defi-
ciencies with better alternatives.

The usual form of the Helmholtz free energy assumed
in the 2T-WDM models mimics the quasiharmonic
approximation, that is:

F (ρ,Ti,Te) = F ph
i (ρ,Ti) + Ei(ρ) + F f e(n f e,Te),

(7)

The practical use of this ansatz consists of the correspond-
ing expression for the total pressure of 2T-WDM

P(ρ,Ti,Te) = Pthi (ρ,Ti) + Pi(ρ) + Pf e(n f e,Te). (8)

The first term is the thermal ion pressure (usually taken
as ρkBTi), the second term is the so called ‘cold’ pressure
and the third term is the electron Fermi gas (FG) pressure.
Equation (8) is used in the atomisticmodels 2TWDM for
studies of ablation [49,50,55–57]).

Such atomistic models have several drawbacks:! it is not clear how to estimate the ionisation degree
nfe,! there is no consensus on how one should include
the electron pressure Pfe into ionic equations of
motion (some authors use the so-called ‘blast
force’ [45,50,58,60]),! the ‘cold’ pressurePi is calculated usingTe = 0 interi-
onic potentials, but the effective ion–ion interaction
essentially depends on Te.

These drawbacks stem from the ad hoc approximate
nature of Equation (8). It has been illustrated in [52] and
analysed more carefully [12] for fcc WDM aluminum
and gold using FT KS DFT calculations. In this work,
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4 V. V. STEGAILOV AND P. A. ZHILYAEV

we present new results for gold in crystal and amorphous
WDM states.

4. Finite temperature Kohn–ShamDFTmodel

In the FT KS DFT framework, the free energy of elec-
tron subsystem in the external potential of ions is given
as

FKS
e ({Ri};Te) = Ek + EH + Exc + Eei − TeSe, (9)

where Ek is the kinetic energy term, EH is the Hartree
term, Exc is the exchange-correlation term, Eei is the
electron–ion interaction term and Se is the entropy
of the non-interacting electrons. We do not include
in Equation (9) the ion–ion Coloumb interaction
Eii = 1

2
∑

i̸= j
Z2e2

|Ri−R j | . KS electronic states are pop-
ulated according to the Fermi–Dirac distribution
f (ϵi) = (e(ϵi−µ)/(kBTe) + 1)−1, where ϵi is the energy
of the ith KS state, µ is the chemical potential, kB is the
Boltzmann constant.

In this work, we perform FT KS DFT calculations in
the plane-wave basis using VASP [61–64]. The electron–
ion interaction for Au is described by the projected-
augmented wave (PAW) potential [65,66]. The local den-
sity approximation (LDA) approximation is used for
Exc [67].

As we reported in our previous paper [12], the major
contribution to the pressure build-up comes from the
pressure component that corresponds to the kinetic part
of the electron density functional and not from its
exchange-correlation part. That is why another choice
of an exchange-correlation functional (i.e. a GGA one)
instead of the LDA approximation should not signifi-
cantly influence the results.

For calculations of fcc WDM gold properties, we use
the PAW model with 11 electrons, the plane-wave basis
energy cut-off 230 eV, the energy convergence threshold
10−8 and the k-mesh of 41 × 41 × 41. We have checked
that this k-mesh is dense enough with respect to the pres-
sure convergence (the pressure difference with the 39 ×
39 × 39 mesh is only 0.01 GPa). Three densities are con-
sidered 16.81, 19.69 and 22.58 g/cc.

For calculations of amorphousWDMgold, we used 32
atoms in the supercell, the same PAW model and basis
energy cutoff, the energy convergence threshold 10−5 and
the k-mesh of 5 × 5 × 5. We have checked that this k-
mesh is dense enoughwith respect to the pressure conver-
gence (the pressure difference with the 3 × 3 × 3 mesh is
0.1 GPa). Three densities are considered 19.19, 16.45 and
14.21 g/cc (the corresponding lattice constants are 4.085,
4.300 and 4.515 Å).

5. Effective interionic forces

Among the unusual properties of 2T-WDM is the change
in lattice stability of some solids at high levels of electronic
subsystem excitation [68]. The bond-hardening effect for
gold was initially predicted by FT KS DFT calculations
in [68] and got the experimental support in [69]. This
effect is not pronounced in simple metals like Al, but is
quite high in d-metals like Au. It stems from the renor-
malisation of the electronic structure at Te ∼ TF and
results in the dependence of the interatomic interaction in
2T-WDMmaterial on electronic temperature Te (and not
only formetals [68,70,71]). ThereforeTe changes— effec-
tively — mechanical, thermodynamic and other proper-
ties of a solid, i.e. its EOS.

The bond hardening in fcc Au manifests itself by the
increase of the phonon frequencies and the increase of
pressure [52,68]. These facts illustrate certain aspects of
the changes with Te that experience the potential energy
surface governing ion dynamics of warm dense metal.
However, because of the lattice symmetry, we have no
information about the effects of Te on the ionic forces
(they always vanish in a perfect crystal lattice). That is
why here we consider the forces in 2T-WDM amorphous
metals. These forces are the Hellmann–Feynman forces
acting on ions:

FKSi = −∂FKS
e ({Ri};Te)

∂Ri
. (10)

These forces are the direct consequence of the free
energy BOA ‘Hamiltonian’ Equation (5) and are known
to be consistent with the FT KS DFT [72]. They are
used in very prolific quantummolecular dynamics appli-
cations (e.g. [38,39]). At the same time, it should be
emphasised that these forces have only some averaged
meaning with respect to electronic non-adiabatic transi-
tions [73]. Recently, an implementation of the Ehrenfest-
like dynamics in the tight-binding framework for WDM
modelling and simulation has appeared [74,75] that
describes such electronic non-adiabatic transitions and
their effects on atomic forces explicitly.

In [76], the dependence of the interatomic potential for
tungsten onTewas considered. In [51–53], the electronic-
temperature-dependent (ETD) interatomic potential for
gold in the framework of the embedded atom method
(EAM) [77] was developed as well as a numerical scheme
that incorporated this ETD-potential into atomisticmod-
elling techniques using LAMMPS [78,79]. Later, this ETD
EAM model was successfully used in the study of struc-
tural dynamics of laser-irradiated gold nanofilms [54].
Recently, effective ion–ion pair potentials for Al, Na and
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MOLECULAR PHYSICS 5

K for densities and temperatures relevant to the WDM
regime have been developed [80].

The ETD EAM model EEAM
ii ({Ri}) for gold [51–53]

was built by the force matching (FM) method using
the data set of ab initio forces and energies obtained
from FT KS DFT for a big set of atomic configurations
[{Ri}1, {Ri}2 . . .]FM. The FM procedure was performed
for three values of Te (0.1, 3 and 6 eV). In this work, in
order to show the accuracy of the ETD EAM model, we
illustrate the comparison of per atom forces in the ETD
EAMmodel

FEAMi = −∂EEAM
ii ({Ri})

∂Ri
(11)

and FT KS DFT forces (Equation (10)) for the same
atomic configurations of amorphous WDM gold.

We obtain three test configurations [{Ri}0.1 eV ;
{Ri}3 eV ; {Ri}6 eV ]test by equilibration at Ti = 3000 K
of the amorphous structures of 32 atoms in the cubic
simulation box with periodic boundary conditions using
ETD EAMmodels for Te = 0.01, 3 and 6 eV, respectively.
Then for each of these test configurations, the FT KS
DFT calculations are performed. The comparisons of the
projections of per atoms forces (Fi, x,Fi, y,Fi, z) are shown
on Figure 1. These comparisons show a good accuracy of
approximation of the FKS

e ({Ri};Te) free energy surfaces
by the EAM potential models at Te = 0.1, 3 and 6 eV.
Here, it is important to note that the ‘FM’ and ‘test’ sets
of configurations are independent.

6. Total pressure and its free electron part

The bond hardening manifests itself as a significant pres-
sure build-up in the electronically exited metal. In [52],
the comparison of the pressure in ab initio calculations
based on FT KS DFT PKS with the pressure build-up in
the ETD EAM potential model (based on the same ab
initio results) PEAM allowed to propose an ad hoc sepa-
ration of the pressure increase due to localised and due to
delocalised electrons in 2T-WDM gold. In the atomistic
model for ablation of gold [51–53], the pressure build-up
due to localised electrons was taken into account by the
ETD EAM potential that effectively describes the depen-
dence of the binding pressure on electron excitation Pi =
Pi(ρ; Te). In [52,53]— additionally— the pressure build-
up due to delocalised electrons in 2T-WDM gold was
taken into account using the blast force fitted to match
the difference (PKS − PEAM).

Despite its fundamental significance, the calculation of
pressure in the general context of atomisticmodelling and
simulation is a subject of on-going research (e.g. [81,82]).
In this work, we are making an attempt to analyse the

Figure . The projections of per atoms forces (Fi, x,Fi, y,Fi, z) of the ab
initio density functional theory model calculation (FT KS DFT) and
the empirical classical interionic potential calculation (ETD EAM)
for the test configurations. For each configuration the correspond-
ing electronic temperature Te is used in FT KS DFT calculation
and the corresponding EAM potential is used. VASP and LAMMPS
codes are used for DFT and EAMmodel calculations respectively.
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6 V. V. STEGAILOV AND P. A. ZHILYAEV

electronic contribution to the total pressure in 2T-WDM
metals and to clarify the representation Equation (8).

In the case of a classical atomistic model with the ETD
EAM potential, pressure can be determined as

PEAM = ρkBTi −
〈
∂EEAM

ii
∂V

〉
. (12)

In the ab initio case, if we limit our consideration to
the case of lattice dynamics we see the following sequence
of approximations on the way from a ground state model
to a 2T WDM model: Equation (3) → Equation (4) →
Equation (7) → Equation (8).

If we are interested in a general consideration, then we
can obviously generalise Equation (6) to the 2T case with
Ti ! Te. Then, we can assume that the atomistic mod-
els built with the corresponding ‘Hamiltomian’ Equa-
tion (5) will give us reasonable results if statistical averag-
ing is preformed (for example, along a quantum molec-
ular dynamics trajectory, e.g. see [38,39]). In the case of
quantum molecular dynamics based on FT KS DFT, the
total pressure is conventionally calculated as

PKS = ρkBTi −
〈
∂(Eii + FKS

e )

∂V

〉
. (13)

Here, for the sake of simplicity we will assume in the fol-
lowing that! Ti = 0 and the first term (the thermal ion pressure

component) vanishes,! we can neglect the fluctuations of the ‘instantaneous
pressure’− ∂EEAM

ii
∂V and− ∂(Eii+FKS

e )

∂V in different config-
urations {Ri} (in the appropriate ensemble, NVE or
NVT).

These assumptions bring us to the typical pressure val-
ues of PEAM and PKS that are obtained in static ab initio
atomistic calculations.

Figure 2 shows the comparison of PKS and PEAM
obtained for fccWDMgold at different densities. The sig-
nificant difference (PKS − PEAM) [12,52] suggests that the
delocalised component of electron subsystem does not
contribute to the ionic forces and the pressure PEAM cor-
responds only to the binding component of the electron
subsystem determined by localised electrons.

Conduction band electrons in metals are usually con-
sidered to be close to the FG model. The FG model is a
simple quantum theory that has one input parameter nfe.
If the free electron density is known, one can calculate
all thermodynamic properties of the FG model. We get
the chemical potentialµ by numerical solution of n f eV =∫ ∞
0 f (ϵ)g(ϵ)dϵ, whereV is the volume of space that con-
strains electron motion, g(ϵ) = 4πV(2m/h2)3/2ϵ1/2 is the
FG density of states (DOS), m is the electron mass and h

Figure . Comparison of pressure in the empirical classical interi-
onic potential model (ETD EAM) PEAM (the blue circles are the data
and the blue line is an interpolation) and in the ab intio density
functional theory model (FT KS DFT) PKS (the red circles) obtained
for fcc WDM gold at different densities (the lattice constants are
shown). The sums the EAM model pressure with the Fermi gas
model pressure PEAM + PFGf e (nfe) are shown for nfe =  electrons
per atomic volume (dashed gray lines) and for nfe =  electrons
per atomic volume (solid gray lines).
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MOLECULAR PHYSICS 7

Figure . The same data as on Figure  for two values of the crys-
tal lattice constant in the magnified scale. Grey filling is used to
emphasise the data for a certain lattice constant.

is the Planck constant. Then, we get the internal energy
U =

∫ ∞
0 ϵ f (ϵ)g(ϵ)dϵ and pressure PFG

f e = (2/3)U/V .
Figure 2 suggests that

PKS = PEAM + PFG
f e (n f e;Te). (14)

The best fit of the pressure build-up by the sum PEAM +
PFG
f e gives nfe = 3 ± 0.3 electrons per atomic volume for

the range Te = 1 − 6 eV. The ETD EAM model [51–53]
is based on three EAM potentials created for Te = 0.1, 3
and 6 eV. Data for otherTe values are interpolated. That is
why the accuracy of the PEAM(Te) dependence at low Te
is currently not sufficient to determine the best nfe at Te
= 0− 1 eV by the (PKS − PEAM) fitting with PFG

f e . It seems
that nfe = 1 electron could be amore accurate choice than
three electrons. That could make sense since in this case
the free electron number nfe per one gold atom would
change from the conventional value of 1 electron at Te =
0 to 3 electrons at Te " 1 eV. The same data as on Fig-
ure 2 is presented on Figure 3 for two values of the lattice
constant in the magnified scale in order to resolve low Te
points better (we omit a = 3.869 Å since the ETM EAM
model performs not very well at high densities and low
Te).

Recent experimental data [83] suggest that 5d elec-
trons have prominent contributions to the conduction
electrons in WDM gold. These findings agree perfectly
with our results if we assume that the electron tempera-
ture in [83] reaches Te ∼ 1 eV. In different experiments,
different electron temperatures can be reached in 2T-
WDM state resulting in different nfe values.

Figure . Comparison of pressure in the empirical classical inte-
rionic potential model (ETD EAM) PEAM and in the ab intio den-
sity functional theory model (FT KS DFT) PKS obtained for amor-
phousWDMgold at different densities (the values are shown). The
sums the EAMmodel pressure with the Fermi gas model pressure
PEAM + PFGf e are shown as on Figure  for nfe =  and nfe = .
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8 V. V. STEGAILOV AND P. A. ZHILYAEV

Figure 2 shows that Equation (14) (with nfe switch-
ing for 1–3 electrons per atomic volume) is valid for fcc
WDM gold in a certain range of crystal densities.

In order to be sure that this result do not depend on
the ionic structure, we make FT KS DFT calculations for
amorphous WDM gold. Figure 4 shows the comparison
of PEAM and PKS obtained for amorphous WDM gold at
different densities. Again, we can see that Equation (14)
holds and nfe = 3 for Te > 1 eV.

In the recent work of Bévillon and coauthors [84], a
different approach for the calculation of nfe has been used
based on the fitting of the FT KS DFT electronic DOS by
the square-root FGDOS. This approach gives nfe = 2.4−
3.5 electrons per ion for fcc Au for Te = 0 − 6 eV. Their
approach does not require the knowledge of the effective
interionic potential. However, in [84] the authors did not
see the correct asymptotic nfe → 1 as Te → 0.

7. Conclusions

The results presented in this work show that the FT KS
DFT applied toWDM takes into account both bound and
free electron states. There is no distinction between these
state in the theory itself. However, we can introduce a
certain criterium that can serve for their separation: the
pressure build-up with increase of the electronic temper-
ature Te (for other variants see e.g. [85]). Here, we reveal
this fact using an effective ion–ion potential obtained by
FM. To our knowledge at the moment this is the only way
for creation of such effective potentials for d-metals (the
approach of [80] is developed for simple metals).

Using such effective potentials, we can estimate the
ionisation degree (i.e. the number of free electrons per
atoms) and its dependence in the electronic temperature
Te. As it was shown in [12] for simple metals like Al,
there is no peculiarities (no deviation from the standard
‘valence’ of 3 electrons per atom). However, in the case of
Au, we observe an interesting transition from 1 to 3 free
electrons per atom at Te ∼ 1 eV. To our knowledge, there
has been no theory that has predicted this ‘partial ionisa-
tion’ of d-electrons in WDM gold.

The connection (Equation (14)) between pressure in
the ab initio FT KS DFT model and in the classical
model with the effective ETD EAM potential brings us
to the correspondence between (i) the ion–ion electro-
static energy together with the Kohn–Sham electronic
free energy and (ii) the effective EAM ion–ion potential
together with the FG free energy at the certain degree of
ionisation

Eii({Ri}) + FKS
e ({Ri};Te) ↔

EEAM
ii ({Ri};Te) + FFG

f e (n f e;Te). (15)

This relation can be treated as identity in the case of the
equilibrium WDM with Ti = Te. It can pave the wave
for the decoupled separate description of the dynamics
of ion and electron subsystems in WDM. However, in
the non-equilibrium case the applicability of ‘the quasi-
equilibrium language’ for 2T-WDM is itself still an open
question, moreover the effects of electron–ion energy
transfer should be included in further studies.
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